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The Minimum Viable Partnership:
Act Like a Startup
A new partnership is a lot like a new business startup.
To deliver value-creating solutions to customers at the
speed of business today, potential partners should act
like a startup and build a Minimum Viable Partnership.
This Learning in Action program helps you apply the
principles of the rhythm of business methodology—in
essence what is known today as “lean startup,” to learn
as quickly and inexpensively as possible to determine if
your partnership can build what it takes to succeed.
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Defining The Minimum Viable Partnership (MVP)

What It Is

Why It Is Needed Now

The minimum common understanding at any point
in time of how the partners collaborate to create,
deliver, and capture value for customers,
stakeholders, the partnering companies, and the
ecosystem. That understanding includes:
● The resources each contributes and how value
and risk are shared
● Who does what
● How decisions are made and progress
measured
● How IP is owned and utilized

Technology + Partnering together is powering the
valuable outcomes customers seek. The speed,
scale, and scope of partnering is unprecedented in
today’s ecosystem-based world.
Why would partnering practices forged in a slower
time still be acceptable? They aren’t.
The Minimum Viable Partnership instills speed and
the ability to adapt and change partnering design,
development, and management as the business
environment, mainly in the form of the customer,
evolves.
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Representative Session Objectives and Topics
Bring a partner and
create your Minimum
Viable Partnership!

Topics

Objectives
● Learn how to build a customer-obsessed
partnership the way an entrepreneur builds a
startup

● Exploring what it means to act like a startup—
principles, guidelines for learning fast, relatable stories

● Gain practice identifying and using all types of value
to be created for customers, stakeholders, the
partnering companies, and the ecosystem

● Minimum Viable Partnership Model – the seven
essential design questions and tools

● Use a realistic case study to propose a Minimum
Viable Partnership business model based on the
seven essential design questions

● The essence of partnership: value, trust, collaboration

● Case Study: Relevant fact set from which to form teams
and work through the design of an MVP
● Learn Fast: Defining the key metrics to monitor and
assessing implications
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Selected Content and Tools

“We would not have got to this point so quickly without your assistance. You’ve
helped us design our alliance while simultaneously guiding us to implement it ”
—SVP, Product Strategy

Content and tools customized for the nature of the partnership and structures of the partnering organizations
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The Rhythm of Business Overview
We guide organizations and individuals to build the mindset, skillset, and toolset to drive outcomes through partnering and strategic alliances

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

SERVICES

Consulting

Strategize and build your end-to-end
partnering practice to demonstrate value to
stakeholders and outcomes for customers

Assessments

Data-driven, contextual analysis provides
deep insights that solves problems and
drives measurable improvement

Talent Development

Hands-on coaching, support on challenging
alliances, classroom and individual training
to grow partnering and alliance
management expertise and collaborative
skills

REPRESENTATIVE CLIENTS
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Alliancesphere Overview
We empower organizations to achieve business outcomes and behavioral changes that maximize customer value from strategic
relationships at the point of impact through our cohesive integrated models, frameworks, and proven methodologies

SNAPSHOT

DIFFERENTIATORS
People

Established 2002, Atlanta, Ga
Worldwide Scale

 Unmatched experience—pioneers of alliance
management and collaborative selling, deep IT and
industry expertise
 Each Alliancesphere team hand-picked from our roster of
specialized experts for the purpose

 Other U.S. locations: Portland, Oregon; EMEA: Reading,
U.K.; Asia-Pacific/Japan; Australia

1000+ Collaborative Execution Engagements

Process

 8 of the top 10 high tech companies
 > 50% of Fortune 50
 > 10000+ cross-functional participants
 Delivery on five continents

 Holistic, adaptable, predictable processes
 Rich set of simple-to-understand, highly functional
thinking, decision, and action tools

Approach

Empowering Collaborative Execution

 High touch and ease of doing business
 Client-centered, flexible, innovative engagements
 Continuously build clients’ collaborative capabilities

 Strategic and Operational Services
 Packaged Offerings and Facilitated Execution Services
 Scalable Learning and Automated Services

Representative Strategic Alliances Supported

Representative Clients
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The Value of Working With The Rhythm of Business and Alliancesphere
Expertise
Creating outcomes
through collaboration
● Our principals are experts in all
aspects of collaboration and
partnering – both internally and
externally
● We’ve a deep understanding of
entrepreneurship
● We employ design thinking, lean,
and agile techniques in all our
engagements – putting the
customer and stakeholder
experience front and center

Experience

Commitment

History of breakthrough concepts
backed with action

Dedicated to your
success

● Pioneers in describing, teaching,
and practicing modern-day
entrepreneurial thinking
● Recognized the critical role of
partnering and ecosystems in
business at the dawn of the
Internet Age
● Deep understanding of the
nuances of approaching
collaboration from different
stakeholders’ perspectives
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● Collaboration isn’t easy – either
internally or with a partner. We
focus on the mindset, skillset,
and toolset to ensure
comprehensive outcomes
● Interact only with our senior
principals
● We are passionate about the
intersection of
entrepreneurship, collaboration,
and partnering – it has been
our lives’ work for more than 20
years – and the only way to
drive meaningful change
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Brought To You By the Experts in Partnering and Collaborative Execution

+1 617 965 4777
rhythmofbusiness.com

+1 404 607 7620
alliancesphere.com
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